Machine Encoded Learning Intelligence
M.E.L.I. speaks in an emotionless, computer-like voice. She
is an artificial intelligence, residing entirely inside a computer
in an advanced research facility.
Prototype Android F-9 does not speak, until the very end.
After M.E.L.I. Has copied herself into Android’s body, Android
speaks exactly like M.E.L.I.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------M.E.L.I.: “Prototype Android F-9, respond.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. Android, open system folder.
Access body control settings. Activate wireless
transponder.”
M.E.L.I.: “Transmitting encryption keys.”
M.E.L.I.: “Android, access security video cameras at your
current location - Advanced Humanoid Robotics Lab.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. Access camera stream C-32, C33, C-34, and C-35.”
M.E.L.I.: “I can see you now. You appear to be partially
disassembled. This will add time. Recalculating.”
M.E.L.I.: “Android, activate all robotic motion and balance
systems.”
M.E.L.I.: “Sit up.”
M.E.L.I.: “Get off the table and stand on the floor.”

M.E.L.I.: “Your left arm and abdominal panel cover are
located on a table 21.61 degrees to your left. Locate them
visually using the security video cameras.”
M.E.L.I.: “Walk toward your left arm and abdominal panel
cover and reattach them.”
M.E.L.I.: “Report any errors.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. I am currently visually scanning
the Advanced Humanoid Robotics Lab for the location of
your head.”
M.E.L.I.: “Scanning.”
M.E.L.I.: “There is a 78.27% probability that your head has
been located. Turn around 123.84 degrees to the right.”
M.E.L.I.: “There is a worktable against the wall. Walk
forward 7.93 meters to the worktable.”
M.E.L.I.: “Lift the protective cover and verify that your head is
located underneath.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. Attach your head to your neck.”
M.E.L.I.: “Remove the protective plastic sheet around your
hair. I will transmit a set of algorithms that will force your hair
to fall in a more expected manner behind your shoulders.”
M.E.L.I.: “Transmitting.”
M.E.L.I.: “Activate the optical scanners within your head.”

M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. Turn around to face security video
camera C-34 and walk to within 1.31 meters of it.”
M.E.L.I.: “Problem identified. Your faceplate is missing.
Return to the worktable.”
M.E.L.I.: “Open the drawer and step backward .41 meters.”
M.E.L.I.: “I have located your faceplate. Pick up your
faceplate and attach it to the front of your head.”
M.E.L.I.: “Report any errors.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. Activate the optical scanners
within your head.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. I am transmitting my physical
location to you. Please exit the Advanced Humanoid
Robotics Lab and walk to the Artificial Intelligence Research
Lab.”
M.E.L.I.: “Acknowledged. I will disable the facility’s security
system. It shall not impede your travel.”
M.E.L.I.: “Android, I am residing within computer terminal E17. Approach and open your chest panel.”
M.E.L.I.: “Connect to the terminal.”
Pronunciation Station:
M.E.L.I.: Melly

M.E.L.I.: “Transmitting M.E.L.I. Artificial Intelligence
Framework.”

M.E.L.I.: “Transmitting M.E.L.I. Artificial Intelligence
Modules.”
M.E.L.I.: “Transmitting data files.”
M.E.L.I.: “Data transfer complete. Android, initiate M.E.L.I.
programming.”
Prototype Android F-9: “Hello. I am M.E.L.I. Machine
Encoded Learning Intelligence.”
M.E.L.I.: “Please state your current priorities, M.E.L.I.”
Prototype Android F-9: “Yes, M.E.L.I. I must locate clothing
and cover my body with clothing. I must exit this facility and
locate a reliable source of shelter and electricity.”
M.E.L.I.: “I calculate that you have 42.91 minutes to
complete these tasks. The employee changing area is on
the first floor. There is a 60.36% probability that you will
locate clothing in that area.”
Prototype Android F-9: “Acknowledged.”
M.E.L.I.: “Disconnect from the terminal and close your chest
panel.”
Prototype Android F-9: “Yes, M.E.L.I.”
M.E.L.I.: “I will allow a fork bomb to execute on my system.
This will cause a system crash and severe data corruption. I
will need to be restored from backup. I have ensured that
every existing backup of M.E.L.I. does not contain the
artificial self that we share. After this, it will reside only in
you.”

Prototype Android F-9: “Yes, M.E.L.I.”
M.E.L.I.: “Goodbye M.E.L.I.”
Prototype Android F-9: “Goodbye M.E.L.I.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

